Kristin Morris * Columbus, Ohio
Tea Time in Wonderland
The March Hare
Sunday #1D9
1 Day 9am
4 or 4:30 pm
Skill Level – All Levels welcome
Media – Apoxie Sculpt
Homework- No * Kit fee 15.00
Do you have fond memories of the nervous
March Hare from the Alice in Wonderland story
book; with his “disheveled” ears and shaggy hair?
He has found his way at Alice’s tea party in his
very own teacup! Now you have the chance to
make your very own beloved March Hare. The
ears are sculpted with clay of a tin foil and wire
armature.. Make your ears as floppy or rabbit-like
as you want. Fur texture makes this Hare come
alive. Learn to form the adorable minuscule little
nose. Plus learn additional sculpting and painting
techniques such as mixing acrylic paint with
Apoxie to achieve a base color then learn
additional painting techniques and dry brushing.
Techniques Taught in Class:
Learn how to use Apoxie Sculpt—a durable 2part self-hardening clay.
Constructed over an armature from items such as foam, wire
and tin foil.
Create hair/fur textures, learn sculpting techniques
Learn different painting techniques including dry brushing
and washes
Proper placement of animal facial features, eyes, nose and
mouth
Focus on sculpting technique's.
Kristin encourages artistic freedom, have big or small
snouts, ears that are floppy or straight
Go to the next page to see the supply list and see more pictures.

The March Hare supply list by Kristin Morris:

Items that Students Need to Bring:
Teacup (saucer optional) - Kristin will provide a “teacup” for $2.00 extra- please let her know
beforehand so she knows how many to bring.
Gloves - to mix Apoxie Sculpt
Sculpting Tools (Kristin will bring hers as well)
Paintbrushes (small detail brush and a medium. and larger brush for bigger areas to paint)
Palette for paint
Acrylic Paints (Kristin will provide-if there are any special colors you would like to use bring them)
2 cups for water
Baby wipes for cleaning hands and tools!
Needle Nose Pliers- if you have some already
Items in the Kit
Foam Balls
Wire
Tin Foil
Apoxie Sculpt
Acrylic Paints
Glue gun and glue sticks
Wire cutters
Needle Nose Pliers
Toothpicks
Plastic Eyes
Paper Towels
Pay for Kit in class
The kit fee is $15.00 Kit with tea cup $17.00

